Sub: **Summative Assessment – II of those students who could not appear in Common Summative Assessments due to sickness etc. only for class III to VIII**

It is reiterated that it is mandatory for all the students of classes IV to VIII to appear in both Summative Assessments. It is expected that all the Govt. and participating Govt. Aided Schools have conducted Summative Assessment-I of all the students by now.

In this regard, all the Heads of Govt. and participating Govt. Aided Schools are hereby directed to conduct the Summative Assessment-II of those students who could not appear in **Summative Assessment–II of classes III to VIII, at their own level by 25/04/2016**. Syllabus and pattern of question papers should be the same as that of common Summative Assessment-II 2016 and record should be maintained accordingly. **Result of the students must be declared on 30/04/2016** so that they may be upgraded to the next higher class.

This issue with the prior approval of the Competent Authority.

(SAVITA DRALL)
DDE (Exam)

All Heads of Govt. & Participating Govt. Aided Schools through DEL E.

Copy to:

1. PS to Secretary (Education).
2. PS to Director (Education).
3. All RDEs/ District & Zonal DDEs/ DEOs through DEL E.
4. ADE (IT) to get it uploaded on DEL E.
5. Guard File.

(DR.SATISH KUMAR)
OSD (EXAM)